
How Many Directories is Enough?

Which Directories for Local  
Search Impact?

Find more data, insights and information 
in our full report. Click here to download.
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Cast a wider net. Identifying directories that perform well for your business and 
industry will help you tap into the full local search opportunity.

Don’t narrow your focus. Wider distribution means more visibility and more 
customers (calls, clicks and driving directions). 

Major directories such as Google,  
Bing, Facebook, Apple Maps are  
critical but will only take you so far. 
Extended network distribution delivers 
even stronger results. 

Our data shows extended distribution 
to a broader network of directories 
produces:

Businesses listed on 30 to 39 
directories performed significantly 
better than those appearing on less 
than 10 directories:

There is a direct relationship between the number of directory listings & conversions. 

MORE LOCAL  
SEARCH VIEWS

MORE 
CONVERSIONS

73% more conversions (enterprise)
200% more conversions (SMB)
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As a provider of effective business listings solutions to millions of 
businesses worldwide, we know what works in local marketing and what 
doesn’t. To help you get maximum ROI, we compiled a report on strategies 
for maximum local search visibility and conversion. Here are three key 
recommendations.

Grow Conversions 136% 
with a Better Listings 
Management Solution. 

Complete Those Profiles!1.

MORE FOR DIRECT SEARCH

MORE FOR MAP VIEWS

40%

58%

In a separate 2019 Uberall study we discovered that only 4% of local profiles were 
complete. Are you among the 96% missing out on increased local-search revenue?

Fully developed business profiles with complete information, including opening 
hours, address, telephone and images make you visible to local searchers and 
encourage them to engage with you. With completed profiles you can achieve more 
search visibility and conversions.

MORE WEBSITE 
CLICKS

MORE DRIVING
DIRECTIONS

MORE 
CALLS

69%

47%

11%

https://get.uberall.com/the-value-of-online-business-listings-report-us/

